
Important information about  

our swimming pools 

 

At Wessels Have we are lucky and privileged to be able to enjoy two beautiful swimming pools, 

of which we all can have great pleasure all year long - if the water is kept clean. The 

municipality as the monitoring and controlling authority for these kinds of “semi-public” pools 

has forced E/F Wessels Have to ensure the water quality. I.e., we have to guarantee that the 

water does not contain any harmful, unhealthy substances or bacteria. 

Therefore we have to respect certain rules, last but not least because water quality and hygiene 

are important for the sake of the health and well-being of all of us.  

 

It is therefore very important that you take a shower bath 

(outside or inside the toilet / sauna building) before using 

the pool/s. That also means that once you have used sun 

protection (cream, spray, oil, emulsion etc.) or got sweaty, 

you have to clean yourself after sun bathing before you 

jump / go into the pool/s. 

 

We are obliged to comply with these rules and we hope that all will follow the rules and remind 

other users kindly to do so - in order to be able to preserve the pool area as pleasant and 

enjoyable asset for all of us. 

By the way: If the rules are not observed, the municipal authorities are entitled  to  shut down 

or ban using the swimming pool immediately, if there are any hygiene issues. The authorities 

also can force E/F Wessels Have to execute more frequent (expensive) inspections of the water 

quality. The latter will be very time consuming for our janitors and without doubt result in a 

huge bill for E/F Wessels Have (i.e. all of us)  

Thank you for your co-operation and enjoy the pool/s 

 

 
The Board of  

E/F Wessels Have 


